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SUPERBRANDS 2020

Market
In 2014, India kicked off 
one the greatest toilet-
building sprees in human 
history with the Indian 
Government’s Swachh 
Bharat Abhiyan. This 
resulted in a veritable 
surge of opportunities in 
the sanitaryware market. 
CERA was one of the key 
benefactors of this 
movement and rose to 
the occasion by increasing 
production capacities.

By the sheer volume of 
its sales, India now 
occupies the second spot 
in the Asian Pacific 
sanitaryware market. The Indian sanitaryware 
market is worth around H4,000 crore – with WCs 
and wash basins accounting for the highest 
revenue share. CERA, the fastest growing Indian 
sanitaryware brand (Source: Company website), 
and among the top three, is one of the major 
contributors. 

Behind this phenomenal growth is India’s 
accelerated urbanisation – powered by the 
government’s investment in core projects in the 
transportation and hospitality industry and the 
thriving real estate sector. Consumers have 
increased their spends on interior design and 
shifted from unbranded to branded products. 
Renovations and remodelling of homes have 

garnered the company several awards: the 
Growth Ambassador Award in the sanitaryware 
category in 2019 by Chief Minister of Gujarat  
Mr. Vijay Rupani , the Gujarat Ratna Award,  

the Gujarat Gaurav Samman Award, Superbrand 
2019 and Trusted Brand 2019 Asia’s Most 
Promising Brand.

Customers today are shifting to eco-friendly 
sanitaryware that helps in water conservation. 
Mindful of this environmental consciousness, 
CERA has developed high-efficiency flushing 
systems to minimise the use of water and  
energy. It was the first sanitaryware company to 
design and develop a flushing system that only 
requires four litres of water to save almost 33% 
water per flush.

As an enthusiastic cheerleader of the Swachh 
Bharat Abhiyan, CERA has  
enabled communities in Gujarat 
to set up toilets in school – a 
move that brought back many 
female dropouts. 

History
The first chapter of CERA’s story 
was written in 1980. The 
sanitaryware market at this point 
was dominated by unbranded 
products that offered no 
guarantees on quality. It was also at 
a time when the market was not 
particularly lucrative. But the 
founders of CERA were 
determined to create a 
sanitaryware brand that would 
offer high quality, innovative 
products with more design and 

colour choices - to make people shift to a 
branded product they could trust.

CERA started its eventful journey by being the 
first brand to introduce 30 colours in sanitaryware 
between 1982 to 1983 – a move that completely 
changed the way the market operated. For the 
first time people had the option to customise 
their bathrooms according to their tastes. CERA 
then set up India’s first computerised ceramic fibre 
kiln in 1985 to improve the quality and 
consistency of products.

Over the next two decades, as the market 
changed rapidly, along with the lifestyles of 
consumers, and the world woke up to 
environmental challenges, CERA evolved too. The 

created a strong 
replacement market. 
The escalating demand 
for premium and 
high-tech products in 
Indian bathrooms is 
unprecedented. This 
has been fuelled by 
the consumers’ 
emerging awareness of 
international trends, 
concerns about 
sanitation, the desire 
to make style 
statements and the 
need to be 
environmentally 
conscious. Today, the 
premium segment 
contributes to 10-12% 
of the entire market.

CERA’s current 
production capacity of 

3.5 million units in sanitaryware is a mark of its 
exponential growth. By constantly adapting new 
trends in its WC and basin designs and using 
eco-friendly technology, CERA has maintained its 
position as a front-runner in sanitaryware 
technology.

Achievements
CERA not only meets its consumer’s demands, 
but also inspires and excites them with its novel 
range of sanitaryware. When every move that a 
company makes is consumer-centric, it’s bound to 
reap rewards. The company joined the league of 
Indian Superbrands 2019 post a consumer poll. Its 
commitment to excellence and innovation has 

The Indian bathroom is gradually transforming from an ugly duckling into a beautiful swan. Urban bathrooms are no 
longer relegated to being low-priority rooms in a home. From the strictly utilitarian, they have become extensions 
of creative expressions that reflect the homeowner’s personality. The chief agent of change leading this makeover is 
CERA Sanitaryware. Its ingenious range of products have kept pace with tech advances, global trends and consumers’ 
imaginations. Today, CERA sits at the top of the Indian sanitaryware sector.
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sanitaryware market. To 
emerge as a leading and 
trusted brand in such a 
market can be credited to 
CERA’s trailblazing 
marketing strategy and 
brand campaigns.

CERA did not just set 
trends with its products, but 
also with its brand 
promotions. Way back in 
the 1980s, CERA’s television 
campaign with the 
memorable claim - Your 
bathroom is a room too, 
was aired during the epic 
TV serials, Ramayan and 
Mahabharat, to gain 
tremendous brand visibility.

Leveraging the insight that consumers are 
inspired by the glamourous lifestyles of celebrities, 
CERA became the first sanitary brand to sign on a 
celebrity – Aishwarya Rai as its brand ambassador. 
CERA was also the first sanitaryware brand to 
promote itself through movie integrations. Over 
the years, CERA campaigns have featured several 
movie celebrities such as Aishwarya Rai, Dia Mirza, 
and Sonam Kapoor. CERA have also collaborated 
through brand integration for Hindi speaking 
market with the most popular show of Indian 
television – The Kapil Sharma Show and for 
regional audience with Big Boss Kannada. 

CERA’s latest campaign – Kuch Pal Ghar Ke 
Naam, espouses the notion that spending more 
time at home and cherishing fleeting moments 
makes for lasting memories. 

Brand Values
CERA believes that homes are labours of love, 
and if homeowners are in love with their homes, 
they will spend more time there. CERA’s brand 
purpose is to encourage people to experience 
and cherish the homes that they have created 
with such passion.

CERA follows a design philosophy that invokes 
its brand purpose. It empowers consumers to turn 
houses into homes with beautiful, functional 
products that complement their lifestyles.

Design and efficiency; beauty and innovation; 
premium and accessible – all CERA products 
embody this duality of style and substance. Visually 
exceptional, they also sport unique features which 
set them apart. They are the best-in-class, offering 
total value to consumers.

company showed great 
foresight by installing wind 
turbines – a decision that 
would see it in good stead 
in the future, powering 
factories with clean, 
renewable energy. This 
gained it the ISO 9002 
certification, a first in the 
sanitaryware industry.

In the 2000s, CERA 
launched a series of 
never-before products that 
raised industry standards. 
With higher consumer 
involvement in the 
category, CERA launched 
experience centres where 
they could touch and feel 
physical products in a modern retail setting. These 
pioneering decisions only reinforced CERA’s 
position in the market, with the 2006-07 FY 
seeing its turnover grow by 33%. This fuelled 
further expansion and increased production 
capacities in its Kadi facility. 

Product
With the Indian market opening up, the sky is the 
limit when it comes to designing a bathroom. 
Consumers are keen on adding glamour and style 
with premium wall-hung closets and table top 
bowl basins to beautify their bathrooms.

Innovative, imaginative and practical – this 

defines CERA’s extensive sanitaryware range. 
Catering to every segment of society, CERA’s 
innovations in the sanitaryware sector have been 
path breaking. Some of its products, such as the 
water-saving twin-flush coupled WCs, four-litre 
flush WCs and one-piece WCs, have set 
benchmarks in the industry

Spotting consumers’ increasing interest in 
premium products, CERA launched ISVEA, Italian 
designer sanitaryware, in the luxury segment, a 
perfect fit for any modern home. Backing all its 
products with the promise of quality, CERA offers 
a ten-year warranty on sanitaryware. 

To maintain its dominance in the market, CERA 
has used cutting-edge technology such as 3D 
printing, robotic glazing and pressure casting in its 
sanitaryware manufacturing processes. The glazing 
of the inside trap of wall-hung WCs and one-
piece WCs works towards improved flushing 
efficiency and a higher hygiene quotient. White is 
the most common colour when it comes to 
sanitaryware. But CERA took it one step further 
with its unique Snow White range whose 
products that are whiter than the whitest shade 
available in the colour palette. 

Ensuring that its products are accessible across 
the country is CERA’s redoubtable distribution 
network of 11,000 retailers who are catered 
through 3,000 distributors. Speaking volumes 
about CERA’s world-class quality is that fact that 
the brand has gained the trust and acceptance of 
international consumers in the US, South America, 

GCC, Europe and Africa. In-store experience 
centres, enabling customers to envision their 
bathroom renovations through virtual reality, are 
in vogue now. To create satisfying customer 
experiences, CERA has ten CERA Style Studios, 
148 CERA Style Galleries, 480 CERA Style 
Centres, 94 CERA Tile Galleries and 36 CERA 
Tile Centres and this extensive network continues 
to expand.

Recent Developments
CERA has raised the bar when it comes to 
creating products that are futuristic, stylish and yet, 
highly efficient. From rimless and clean-rim 

European WCs (EWC) with 
concealed installation to thin-rim and 
colourful wash basins, each CERA 
product is a perfect balance of form 
and function.

 CERA’s flagship product in 2019 
was the revolutionary three-in-one 
urinal with a built-in wash basin and 
a sensor tap. Not only can it save up 
to 1.5 litres of water per use, it also 
reuses the water used to wash hands 
to flush the urinal as well.

 CERA’s one-piece EWC is a 
marvel of modern design and 
technology, made using robotic 
glazing, 3D printing and pressure 
casting. With a premium-looking 
seamless finish and noiseless, 

soft-close seat covers, its integrated bowl and 
cistern are eminently easier to maintain and use 
and also conserves water. 

 While every industry is exploring viable 
sustainable processes, CERA has already been 
doing this at many levels with its products and 
practices. Currently, 90% of CERA’s energy 
consumption is met by renewable energy sources. 
For its eco-friendly methodologies, CERA has 
been awarded ISO certifications for quality, 
environment management, as well as health and 
safety management.

 
Promotion
The unorganised sector offering unbranded 
products still plays a huge role in the Indian 

Things you didn’t know about
CERA SANITARYWARE

✲✲ 90% of CERA’s power needs are met by 
electricity generated through its own 
solar panels and windmills

✲✲ CERA is also India’s first sanitaryware 
company to use natural gas for firing  
its kilns

✲✲ CERA revolutionised sanitaryware in 
India by being the first to introduce  
bath suites

✲✲ CERA is India’s first sanitaryware 
company to be certified ISO 9002 and 
ISO 14001 compliant

✲✲ CERA launched Core, India’s first 
water-saving urinals that reuse the  
water used to wash hands to flush the 
urinal as well

cera-india.com


